AVSEC PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT COURSE

Secure your future in an industry that’s taking off

The Aviation Security (AVSEC) Professional Management Course (PMC) is the first of its kind in the world.

The AVSEC PMC is aligned to ICAO’s strategic objectives and contributes to the Next Generation of Aviation Professionals (NGAP) initiative.

concordia.ca/jmsb/aviation
Your ticket to new opportunities

- The AVSEC Professional Management Course is designed to provide you with specialized training focused on the evolving and critical area of aviation security.
- Gain exclusive access to the AVSEC Professional Network – a collective of connected graduates and the source for practical and current industry learning material.
- Delivered online (10 weeks) and inclass (2 weeks), the AVSEC PMC offers an intensive but flexible course load.

Overview

The AVSEC PMC is a 12-week programme (2 weeks on site and 10 weeks online). The content of this course is comprised of 70% security and 30% management. The main objective of the AVSEC PMC is to promote the use of management principles and best practices relevant to the field of AVSEC by applying innovative training strategies.

Ideal candidates include:
- Relevant government employees
- Civil aviation industry managers
- Third party industry partners and suppliers

This programme is compatible with a full-time job, but it requires an average of 15 to 20 hours per week of work. This includes:
- Online supervised learning and readings (10 weeks)
- Classroom learning on week one and week twelve
- Individual work and teamwork through a web-based communication platform

Admission requirements

The admission requirements for the course are:
- At least two years of work experience
- A position that includes managerial responsibilities
- Involvement in the field of aviation security (or potential involvement in such functions)
- A keen desire to hone your managerial skills related to airport security

Dates and fee

English sessions

- 3 February-25 April 2019
  Bahrain
- 17 June-6 September 2019
  Kuala Lumpur/Singapore
- 5 August-25 October 2019
  Port of Spain/Montreal
- 9 September-29 November 2019
  Johannesburg

Cost: $5,400 CAD
***This does not include the costs for travel and accommodation for the two in-person weeks.

CLICK TO APPLY NOW!
For more information

Aviation Management Programs
Phone: 514-848-3960
Toll-free: 1-866-333-2271
Email: avsec@concordia.ca
concordia.ca/jmsb/aviation